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Conjecture



The conjecture

 The conjecture - not fully corroborated yet -
concerns the energy transition

 We suspect that something like a mass movement is 
emerging around the energy transition

 This mass movement could be able to succeed 
where traditional power centers encounter many 
difficulties, since it tends to give way to the so-
called "human factor"



The conjecture/2

 In fact the human factor tends to perform three 
social functions capable to make the energy 
transition happen:
 Localisation function
 Cybernetic function
 Repositioning function

 If we do not make room to the human factor, it is not 
possible to make the Energy Transition progress

 ... Let's see how we got here
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Analysis and results



Two research challanges

 Give adequate weight to the human factor
 Studying the future on the basis of facts and not 

mere hypotheses.



Anticipatory Experiences/1

 The research has been based on the identification 
of a series of "anticipatory experiences" of energy 
transition 

 Experiences incorporating the basic features of a 
more complex transition to an environmentally 
sustainable society 

 Such experiences were understood in this research 
as already existing "parts" or "pieces" of a future 
post-carbon society.



Anticipatory Experiences/2

 The basic idea is that, the anticipations may give us 
some indications of the key social dynamics that 
will characterize future energy transition processes, 
or, at least,  help us, more than other approaches, 
to gain a deeper understanding of the transition



The research team analyzed over 1,500 potential 
candidates and selected 90 projects in 19 countries



Transport…

Superblock, Superblock, VitoriaVitoria//GasteizGasteiz



Energy Efficient Housing

Eva Eva LanxmeereLanxmeere, , CulemborgCulemborg (NL)(NL)



Generation of property-level or 
community-owned renewable energy

Biogas Biogas fromfrom WasteWaste, , PeccioliPeccioli (IT)(IT)



Holistic sustainable approach

BedzedBedzed EcodistrictEcodistrict, London (UK), London (UK)



From small town…

BioenergyBioenergy VillageVillage, , JuhndeJuhnde (DE)(DE)



… to large cities

City City ofof cyclistcyclist, Copenhagen (DK), Copenhagen (DK)



A deep change

 Anticipatory awareness
 Critical attitudes to contemporary society
 Adoption of innovative approaches
 The construction of new social configurations based 

also on a profound change at the personal level



New risks arise along with HF

 Social conflicts. 
 Dissonance with the surrounding reality
 Tensions due to personal resistance to change
 Conflicts within the promoter group



The strong weight of human factor

 The discovery of the depth of change and of new 
risks arising within the AEs highlights the strong 
weight of the human factor both at the practical 
and at the experiential level. 

 It is possible to say, on the basis of what the 
experiences analysed have “anticipated”, that in 
the future the human factor will have a significance 
that will go far beyond an increased environmental 
sensitivity. The human factor will turn upside-down 
the energy systems in transition.



A necessary step: The human energy

 This is why, to study and to cope with the energy 
transition, it is necessary for us to talk about “Human 
Energy” (de Chardin and Tesla).

 Why Human Energy?



Why Human?

 Making explicit the hidden role that the human 
factor usually exerts in energy systems 

 It is crucial to adopt a broader concept... 
 …that does not just include technological aspects 

but also social and personal dynamisms



Why Human?

 Human Energy is an holistic and all inclusive 
understanding, articulated in three dimensions 

 It shows different ways in which the human factor 
lies behind and within the energy system
 Extrasomatic Energy
 Social Energy
 Endosomatic Energy



Why Energy?

 Energy is the capacity to do a work.
 MILESECURE-2050 shed a light on how human 

factor may be able to make energy transition work.
 Human energy is essential both to trigger energy 

transition, and to manage and overcome risks.



Why Energy?

 The research analyses this twofold role by 
interpreting each of its three dimensions in terms of 
a social action conductive to the success of the 
transition. 

 In fact three social functions can be identified, 
corresponding to the three dimensions of human 
energy.
 Endosomatic Energy as Repositioning Function
 Social energy as Cybernetic Function
 Extrasomatic Energy as Localisation Function



Extrasomatic Energy as a Localisation
Function

 The technologies and the services for the production, 
transport and consumption of energy, become more 
accessible and visible to the people who are led to 
develop a direct control of energy systems
 a localized production of energy;
 the activation of technical networks;
 the presence of technical skills also spread among the 

citizens;
 the shared ownership of the means of production and self-

production of energy.



Social Energy as a Cybernetic Function

 An adjustment of human and social relations emerge 
in the context of the energy transition as a tendency 
of self-regulation. Such an adjustment – called the 
cybernetic function – allows the governance of the 
energy transition. 
 Active participation of citizens in decision making
 The practice of negotiation
 Continuous and multilateral communication
 Creation of institutional space for energy transition 



Endosomatic Energy as Repositioning 
function
 The endosomatic energy is activated in energy 

transition to face the challenges associated with the 
increased use of the body in the daily lives. 

 This action – “the repositioning function” – is to be 
considered as a continuous work of psycho-physical 
adaptation.
 Increased resort to muscular strenght
 new attention toward practical issues of everyday life
 perception of self is reframed within the energy system
 Spreading of energy literacy 



In summary

 In the end what we have discovered is the need to 
talk of energy not in a narrow but in broad sense: 
we speak of human energy.

 There is not another way of saying that the energy 
transition is a social process.

 The engine of change in energy systems is the 
human factor, and also the technological change 
must be placed in a context where the human factor 
rules.
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Discussion



Discussion/1

 Analytics VS Prescription
 How far the rise of Human Factor is an analytic result 

and how far it is a policy to be pursued?

 Anticipation of the Future or Frontrunners of the 
present
 AEs was intended and studied as anticipation of future 

phenomena, but are of course frontrunners of energy 
transition today. How can these two interpretations 
relate to each other?



Discussion/2

 Local VS global/regional change
 How far can we extend the results obtained on the 

local scale to the wider context?
 AEs  showed good capacity to communicate and to be 

replicated in other contexts. But can the AEs be really 
considered triggers of the energy transition at the 
global level?

 What can be the empirical basis to study all of this on 
a broader context?

 Further research is needed to confirm the existance of 
a mass movement on energy transition



Discussion/3

 Fine tuning of the Anticipation concept and 
methodology
 Anticipation is a concept increasingly used in different 

disciplines. 
 How can the knowledge on anticipation, which was 

developed in other fields, be used in the context of 
energy forecasting?


